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A PLACE FOR EVSBYTHINC- IN TEE ZITCHEN.

'^Then "building a new house or remodeling an old one the question of

closet and storage space is an important one. Many helpful suggestions are

given in a new United States Department of Agricult-are "bulletin, Closets and

Storage Spaces, reports
, , ^_

(Name) (Title) (Place)
This nev7 bulletin descri"bes and illustrates pattern plans for closets

and other storage arrangements throughout the house. The plans are worked out

to "be equally helpful to those who are "building a new house and to those v;ho

are remodeling the one they have.

the house do they count for so much in steps saved as they do in the kitchen."

In the very compact kitchen arrangement illustrated in the new "bulletin,

storage space is planned so that it cuts down the steps needed in performing

routine kitchen tasks. The kitchen is divided into work centers. Then all

the supplies and all the equipment for one general kind of kitchen work are

grouped together.

Eor storing kitchen things, cabinets — "built-in or ready-made — are

the most satisfactory. It is "best to have ca"binets above the work surface

fitted with shelves. Cabinets belov/ work surface are usually more convenient

if they are fitted with drav/ers. Many, hov/ever, prefer to sacrifice the con-
venience of drawers and save on construction expense by using shelves through-
out all kitchen cabinets. V/henever shelves are used they should be made
adjustable, if possible, to avoid ^^aste space.

Single copies of Closets and Storage Spaces, Farmers' Bulletin 1865-FB,

are available free from the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington,

"Well-planned, strategically located storage facilities will make any

house more livable," points out "But probably in no room in

D. C.
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